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New Moon in Aquarius Friday January 27 7:08 PM EST
Mars ingress Aries Friday January 28th 12:40 AM
Venus ingress Aries Friday February 3rd 10:52 AM
Jupiter retrograde Monday February 6th 1:54 AM

Mercury ingress Aquarius Tuesday February 7th 4:36 AM
Full Moon lunar eclipse in Leo Friday February 10th 7:34 PM

Sun ingress Pisces Saturday February 18th 6:32 AM
Mercury ingress Pisces Saturday February 25th 6:08 PM

Next new Moon in Pisces Sunday February 26th 9:59 AM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".
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Astrological alignments in place at the moment of the new Moon
New Moon Pallas Athena
Pallas Athena Neptune
Vesta Saturn
Juno Mars
Mars Ceres
Juno Ceres
Venus Vesta
Jupiter Saturn
Vesta Jupiter
Uranus Chiron

(Aquarius) (Pisces)
(Pisces) (Pisces)

retrograde (Cancer) (Sagittarius)
(Sagittarius) (Pisces)
(Pisces) (Aries)
(Sagittarius) (Aries)
(Pisces) retrograde (Cancer)

(Libra) (Sagattirus)
retrograde (Cancer) (Libra)

(Aries) (Pisces)

semi-sextile
conjunct

quincunx
square

semi-sextile
trine

trine
sextile

square
semi-sextile

T
he new Moon in Aquarius will bring about a feeling and yearning for the freedom which
is at the core of each individual. A feeling that we are born with natural rights, born free,
can begin to dominate and influence the individual. Ideas which are typically strange are

not so far out as each individual has the right to see things as they wish. Ideas considered off or
unrealistic are worth pondering as we have the right to ponder. Saturn continues to transit
Sagittarius so their will be a tight boundary on how career and professional people make
decisions as their reputation is valuable to them. Mars will ingress Aries shortly and with
Aquarius ruling planet continuing to transit Aries a rise in actions by the individual replaces their
frustrations. Some may take action first and ask questions later. As Uranus has been transiting
Aries since 2011 we have been seeing this on a regular bases, people simply going after what
they want aggressively. This aggressive action has been qualified because people feel they have a
natural right to have or do certain things and when they become suspicious of authority systems
conflict can erupt. The missing element here is "thought creates" and as such the individual must
realize they have been given the natural right to imprison themselves if such is the case. This
means that denial is on display when violence is chosen. We can take actions of peace and
ownership by admitting that we have created our circumstance and to know we have never been
victims. We can also take action where we radiate peaceful and harmonious outcomes to those
who know no better that to desperately blame. Our connection from one person to the next to the
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Earth and to Spirit is very real and we are assisted yet if we are gods in the making we must be
allowed to play out our ideas. And thus we do have our natural given rights.
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What was an optimistic relationship experience in the recent months or year can feel like it is
beginning to unravel as quickly as it started beginning on Monday February 6th. On this morning
Jupiter will move into retrograde motion and remain so until June 9th. A relationship blues may
be triggered if there has indeed been a new relationship pattern begun when or following
Jupiter's Libra ingress on September 9th 2016. The culprit may appear to be related in some way
to social beliefs and social understandings, specifically in how we have interpreted individual
rights relative to public acceptance or awareness. Ideally the individual will allow themselves to
discover how their own beliefs character and identity are projected onto another, quite
unknowingly. Using this astro process to discover one's own character can be valuable,
unlocking the door to one's much desired relationship experiences, both socially and more
personally. February 6th or 7th may be a day where an individual will exploit their own inner
thoughts concerning who they are and unknowingly begin shinning this idea onto another who
seems to be that character. Perhaps a calculation by one's ego places another in the cross hairs of
one's own self denial? Once the individual is clear they are accessing themselves and the
relationship subject is the event process correlating with this self assessment then this becomes
self realization. Look for an optimistic relationship experience which began last September and
now appears to be challenging one to accept something they where previously ignoring. There is
great value in accepting the apparent flaw and making this blind spot visible to one's self. A more
gentle way of relating and accepting others may be formulating itself, and this directly correlates
with an evolving self realization.

An Aquarius Moon cycle in general offers an opportunity to begin something which may be out
of the typical ordinary. Some far out idea or plan may be checked out as the Aquarius influence
removes the limitation as to what is possible. In a sense an experience with Aquarius energy is
like being given the opportunity to think outside the norm and to explore ideas typically not
considered real or practical. Nothing can be too outrageous when considered from an Aquarius
foundation. This current Aquarius Moon cycle comes at time when many are being extra vigilant
at fleshing out the unreal or the nonsense from the real stuff. What is real and what is fake? And
so this Aquarius Moon cycle offers the individual the opportunity to find the real meaning or the
higher meaning behind what may have recently become questioned. The way it will or can work
is the individual will consider an idea, one which is typically outside the consideration of
accepted truth, and pay attention to how this idea is received socially. With Saturn transiting
Sagittarius this means the social truth relative to your far out idea will be shown to you simple by
the actions you are able to socially take based on this idea. There will be a discipline guiding
social activity and so does this discipline imply your idea to be true or false? Or consider the
opposition between Jupiter in Libra and Uranus in Aries. Will your idea cause you to openly
create friendship easily and optimistically with others facilitating a feeling that freedom is
honored in a public way? The ideal understanding here will be anchored in the belief that thought
creates and so extending from this belief we can see that everyone is experiencing their own
integrity. And so specific beliefs become less important than the strength of identity the believer
demonstrates. In other words all things can happen however do these things happen in harmony
with who one is socially or do these things collide with what is happening socially? Once we
realize that we are fleshing out our own ignorance then we will become diligent and responsible,
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accepting all we are confronted with as if we are creating it, as opposed to griping onto some
event or some needed validation. Our ability to bust our own denial puts us in a powerful and
even superior position. We know that all is okay because it is really grist for the mill, what really
matters is that we love and embrace ourselves for being the creator of our experiences. The far
out idea of Aquarius is just that it is the process not the events which are the testimonial of our
significance.

March 2011 through May 2018 is a time where humanity will seek social freedom. The
individual will free their impulses and take action based on how public and social freedom is
understood. This period is delineated by Uranus transiting Aries. This can be seen as a time when
globally individuals take action toward what they belief is their freedom as decreed by existence.
This freedom impulse of the individual can and does pool together with others who will suddenly
create public and social events which epitomize their collective courage. Uranus as the planetary
ruler of Aquarius becomes particularly significant now as we experience the Aquarius new Moon
cycle. Many individuals, again globally, will feel the freedom and right to take action toward
their idea of freedom they are privy to. New projects which signify freedom are launched. Mars
will ingress Aries a few hours after the new Moon and the individual will feel the tank being
filled. Jupiter transits Libra since last fall indicating some partnerships will be challenged, some
supported, by those who are suddenly taking independent actions. Some newly formed
partnerships will likely be educated on what this new relationship really means. Some previously
not noticed within a newly formed partnership may suddenly be revealed, the real motivations
are revealed by actions. Saturn's ongoing transit through Sagittarius indicates rules of social
conduct are being suggested or enforced. The partnerships of some will be redefined as some
boundaries are mutually stated, in some cases this will destroy the partnership, yet it can also
build it. Underlining the social rumblings and the need for rules or boundaries in partnerships is
the ongoing transit of Pluto in Capricorn. This is huge as it indicates, what we assumed to be the
structure of a physical world, being completely destroyed and repackaged as another new or
different world. If things are too unreal then you are noticing Pluto's power and effect.
Significant for this Aquarius Moon cycle is the connection between ruling planet Saturn
transiting Sagittarius who's ruling planet Jupiter is transiting Libra and currently opposing
Aquarius ruling planet Uranus. New partnerships, or any social relationship really, would benefit
greatly through the process of knowing our world is in a state of utter change and that
relationships active now are assisting the individual in finding stability in a world where absolute
truth has gone by by.

SunSign

With this Moon cycle beginning in Aquarius the focus will be on ideals and invention which
support social well being. The current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is
scripted from the perspective of experiencing visions of freedom and all the opportunities and
inspirations which spring from utopian focus. Such envisioned delights bring forward a feeling
about one's self admiration. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the nature of how self
admiration is related to public interaction is observed. Those born under the Sun sign Aquarius
have a natural propensity to self admiration harmonized with social ideals. They naturally and
easily move beyond boundaries of limitation which are qualified by social distinction. Not to
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***
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exclude others as we all have Aquarius somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the
following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Aquarius
propensity for idealism. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic inclination toward social
and public good will of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning to the content of the report.
These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I experience social ideals …

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

by how I observe and accept all who I come in contact with.

by how I accept what others think and say without judgment.

by accepting the way I feel about myself relative to my social involvement.

by allowing myself to be filled with joy and inspiration as I embrace social freedom.

by being discerning as to what is and what is not a personal responsibility.

by recognizing how my partnerships align me with new social potentials.

by allowing these ideals to be creatively supported by my partnership experiences.

by trusting and accepting new ways of being involved with humanity and the planet.

through my dedication to the public, through my career.

by allowing my spontaneous self to be publicly involved.

by being a member of the greatest social club of all, by accepting my inclusion within the
symbiosis of Mother Earth.
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The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Fourteen Period Format

January 8th & 9th

March 1st & 2nd

March 12th, 13th & 14th

April 10th, 11th & 12th

June 15th thru 17th

July 10th & 11th

September 3rd & 4th

September 15th & 16th

October 14th & 15th

December 16th, thru 18th

***

01 Thursday January 27th 7:08 PM EST - new Moon in Aquarius

A sense of boundless ambition can occupy some minds as great potential in social and
professional future is imagined. An astute ability to accept and embrace one's social experience
while fulfilling one's sense of so called social freedom can lead some to feel rather grand about
their potential future. It is cautioned however that Jupiter will begin a retrograde phase on
February 6th causing some to examine their relationships, especially those which seemed to have
blossomed since last September. No matter there is good energy in terms of being clear about
what is doable and what is not, to be attracted to being astute and sharp with one's sense of
realism, especially in terms of career or public value. Family matters may seem to flow in there
as well as some historic doctrine is fluent in beliefs held by some specific families.

March 2011 through May 2018 is a time where humanity will seek social freedom. The
individual will free their impulses and take action based on how public and social freedom is
understood. This period is delineated by Uranus transiting Aries. This can be seen as a time when
globally individuals take action toward what they belief is their freedom as decreed by existence.
This freedom impulse of the individual can and does pool together with others who will suddenly
create public and social events which epitomize their collective courage. Uranus as the planetary
ruler of Aquarius becomes particularly significant now as we experience the Aquarius new Moon
cycle. Many individuals, again globally, will feel the freedom and right to take action toward
their idea of freedom they are privy to. New projects which signify freedom are launched. Mars
will ingress Aries a few hours after the new Moon and the individual will feel the tank being

Mars ingress Aries Friday January 28th 12:40 AM
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filled. Jupiter transits Libra since last fall indicating some partnerships will be challenged, some
supported, by those who are suddenly taking independent actions. Some newly formed
partnerships will likely be educated on what this new relationship really means. Some previously
not noticed within a newly formed partnership may suddenly be revealed, the real motivations
are revealed by actions. Saturn's ongoing transit through Sagittarius indicates rules of social
conduct are being suggested or enforced. The partnerships of some will be redefined as some
boundaries are mutually stated, in some cases this will destroy the partnership, yet it can also
build it. Underlining the social rumblings and the need for rules or boundaries in partnerships is
the ongoing transit of Pluto in Capricorn. This is huge as it indicates, what we assumed to be the
structure of a physical world, being completely destroyed and repackaged as another new or
different world. If things are too unreal then you are noticing Pluto's power and effect.
Significant for this Aquarius Moon cycle is the connection between ruling planet Saturn
transiting Sagittarius who's ruling planet Jupiter is transiting Libra and currently opposing
Aquarius ruling planet Uranus. New partnerships, or any social relationship really, would benefit
greatly through the process of knowing our world is in a state of utter change and that
relationships active now are assisting the individual in finding stability in a world where absolute
truth has gone by by.

As an individual becomes intent on being clear about where security comes from or how their
comfort can be assured they will be challenged to deal with beliefs which seem to deify reason or
deify sensibility. A need to acquire or align with security, as in financial security, requires an
understanding as to what others in the public realm believe to be real. The sorting of beliefs can
bring up things like spirituality, or bring up compassion, how individuals calibrate their
compassion and empathy relative to how they go after their security. The need to honor and
respect one's beliefs about such things, like compassion or religious belief, can come into play as
ideas as to how security must be acquired is explored. One way to deal with this is to exploit the
beliefs of society in a way that their beliefs are respected such as allowing oneself or others to
express their ideas and beliefs as in artistic expression, fashion design, film making, music
creation, painting, or some form of production which depicts these beliefs. Those who can
remain objective and allow others their beliefs and their expression without feeling threatened by
them can benefit in may ways. Whether providing materials or services an attitude of acceptance
in terms of allowing others to explore and express their beliefs can become personal in ways not
expected. Many will demand their right to express their version of things as has been going on
for sometime. Some way of finding one's self in these beliefs, even if they are not directly one's
own is valuable. For some reason beliefs not typically one's own are in their social experience
and as such must be deal with it, it is for some good reason that this is happening. What is this
reason?

The courage to speak up and be specific about what is appropriate is called for in the midst of
social confusion. An urge to be impulsive can be higher today. The feeling some action needs to
be taken can happen suddenly, a surprise or reaction from another can occur. An unresolved issue
related to an assumed necessary action can return to bump one into taking action. This action
may be the result of a decision which was not made and now the decision is made via the action.
This is a good time to remember that anger and fear are connected, you cannot have anger
without fear, nor can you have fear without anger. Mars's recent Aries ingress on January 28th is

02 Sunday January 29th - Moon enters Pisces 11:11 AM

03 Tuesday January 31st - Moon enters Aries 4:48 PM
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now emotionally charged with the Moon's Aries ingress. Ideally the individual will have their
self acceptance somewhat intact and benefit from the actions they take with courage and
confidence. This can be just the right time to go after something which has been previously
carefully considered. Again there is an added impulsive energy in the air and so it makes sense to
come into this time being well grounded and steady. The way to be grounded and steady is to be
good with the Earth, to acknowledge her and to respect her. Feel the connection between one's
own body. Know your body is the Earth and your sensuality is her dynamic sense of love and
interconnection in action. Such an affiliation with the Earth will yield a steadiness and sense of
comfort where one feels they belong. Once this is in place within the individual their impulsive
urges will be congruent with a harmonic which follows this steadiness and comfort pattern,
everything is mutually supported.

After what may have been a dynamic couple of days a change to seeking calm can be expected.
The feeling that one needs to pay attention to their basic security becomes the focus. A need to
settle things down at home or to find security at home may be of more interest. Seeing oneself in
charge may also occur as a need for clarity and boundaries is called for, especially if work related
issues are affecting things at home. If there is any recklessness in one's social dynamics it is now
that the home base comes into play to balance things out or to allow one to recede slightly from
public dynamic and get one's bearings. A love of imagined realities or imagined agendas or
imagined outcomes, can be the cause of certain recent difficulties. An ability to keep things in
balance would be useful. Turns there are astro alignments which have been assisting with clarity
and balance and they have been occurring since November 2015, and are set to recede in mid
May. So now there is still huge opportunity to balance one's imagination with what is actually
happening, what one must realistically deal with. The place where things can be really dominate
is health issues. Health issues occurring during this window are most certainly about balancing
fantasy with physical reality. The advantage here while the Moon transits Taurus is to feel the
need for security and steadiness while still being able to explore ideas and concepts which are
not bounded by limiting beliefs. For example the way things are now socially, both community
and global community, are not static, we are in the midst of change, the way things are now will
only be like this temporarily. So where will be down the road say next year or in five or ten years
or more? Considering that we are within a fleeting moment of change we may make different
choices, choices which allow our future self to have a say in what we do today. This is a good
time to seek steadiness and comfort at home and with our relationship with the Earth and to
allow ourselves to see a bigger picture as to where we are and where we are going.

Conversation will be focused and clear, well at least this is what some will want and expect.
Frivolous conversation, or off topic tangents may be called out. Ideally the individual will take
the time to observe both their inner and outer dialogue. To identify their specific character or
identity what they presume about them self relative to this dialogue. Some may feel attacked by
words or feel pressured by what another says. Remember words are not stones and one can easily
say they are of a different opinion and allow words and thoughts which differ from one's own to
be another's and not their own. In other words when something which is said is not to one's liking
simple give them the space they need to experience whatever belief and do not get overly

04 Thursday February 2nd - Moon enters Taurus 8:51 PM

05 Saturday February 4th - Moon enters Gemini 11:45 PM

Venus ingress Aries Friday February 3rd 10:52 AM

Jupiter retrograde Monday February 6th 1:54 AM
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involved with them, at least for the time being. Some may even shift from inner to outer dialogue
and back again and not know it, the conversation they are having with another is really with
themselves. We can also see this affect in texting or email where the intent of communication is
really aimed at one's self. Face to face communication is typically more real in terms of a
spontaneous energy exchange between individuals, of course this depends on the specific
individuals involved and their emotional tie to what is discussed. Those who share the same
project and share similar beliefs in general can have an enjoyable experiences as well as there
can be pleasant moments when teaming up and sharing notes. If a meeting is going well perhaps
it is a good time to discuss the state of change which is affecting the shared plan or project. It is
important for those working together to be able to talk about and share their ideas as they,
together, navigate the changing social and public systems. The Moon in Gemini will cause a
shaper than usual need for communications to remain focused, this works well for an evolved
individual who's high integrity and honesty are well practiced.

Social situations may call for an increased understanding as to how one feels and how those one
is relating to feel. This feeling concern is heightened now as the Moon transits Cancer. It may
appear that some need to be comforted more than usual or that others are more parental or
warmer, or perhaps cooler, in their demeanor. There is an urge to see social situations as family
situations. Things like "we at work here are like family" or to be involved with work mates
outside work as if you are related in a closer way than the social situation or contact, which is the
reality of one's association, would suggest. Being warm or close to work or social relations is
nice and pleasant yet realistically is it really the same as the rich and perhaps intense relationship
one has with their family? Really this is a time when many can feel a deeper connection with
those they know socially and publicly than they typically would feel. An individual's specific
responsibilities can be sorted out as they become clear as to what is a personal responsibility and
what is a social responsibility. A need to be clear about what is a personal responsibility may be
called for and this may mean letting go of some social activity or interaction which is distracting
the individual from being domestically or personally responsible. There can be huge changes
going on socially, things may be in a dynamic state of flux, if this is the case why not back off
the social activity for a day or two and get things right at home? This may mean connecting to
family members or simple doing some extra house work. Ideally the individual will find the
opportunity to demonstrate that they are personally responsible for them self as a first priority
and be socially responsible as a second priority.

Being socially supportive can mean being involved in group activities group events by sharing
group beliefs, by acting as if there is a common belief holding everything together. The King or
the Queen or the Champion of this forging belief is like the seed for an agreed upon accepted
social paradigm. Who is held in admiration as the source belief for the social common ground the
individual is agreeing to? The Moon in Leo fleshes out this identity. It may not be a specific
person although it typically is, even if this individual has long departed, has passed on. Their
vision is sustained, a social culture a social vision a social paradigm is constantly recreated. For
an individual to be free from the constraint of this paradigm they must believe in their own
significance. It is this feeling, of being significant, that the Leo Moon transit can trigger. Some

06 Tuesday February 7th - Moon enters Cancer 2:04 AM

07 Thursday February 9th - Moon enters Leo 4:42 AM

Mercury ingress Aquarius Tuesday February 7th 4:36 AM

Full Moon lunar eclipse in Leo Friday February 10th 7:34 PM
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may distain current social modes, or some may embrace them beyond typical acceptance, either
way it is the humming and buzzing of one's Leo energy and Leo affiliation which is occurring.
The full Moon will potentially trigger emotional reactions related to one's individual significance
relative to what is currently socially in play in terms of shared social beliefs. The need for
external validation of one's position within a social cliche' for example may feel emotionally
charged, more that typical. The fire sign Aries is very active right now and as Leo is also a fire
sign we may see some of this emotion triggering, as to who is who, translate into spontaneous
actions. Demonstrations as to who is who can suddenly occur. Ideally the individual will pursue
their own passion and inspiration and allow this to be significant. In doing so they may be an
example to others and as such become admirable in the hearts and minds of others however this
admiration must be known as the by-product of the individuals integrity and their fame a
somewhat indifferent outcome of their integrity in action.

08 Saturday February 11th - Moon enters Virgo 8:53 AM

09 Monday February 13th - Moon enters Libra 3:44 PM

This can be an important Moon transit as the value of one's social relationship can be revealed.
An even greater opportunity perhaps exists in gaining a clarity which can lead to a significant
health improvement if such is desired. In terms of partnership the ability to accept and admire
another and have this respect authentically reciprocated can have the added benefit of leading the
partnership to a new and valuable clarity. An ability to be clear and precise exist for some
partnerships. This means the ability to steer clear of delusional interference which is in play and
if relevant likely experienced mutually. There has been aggressive action energy on the move
recently and continues now. The challenge may be to find a higher road to achieve one's aim.
This a good time to share ideas however it may be challenging to accept what each other
considers nonsense. Health issues can also be given good attention and real solutions understood.
Again the need to reduce imaginary truths from one's life and to bring in clarity is important and
the opportunity to do so here. Truth here can be considered from the perspective of health, or
getting the opinion of one's body. How our body reacts to what we eat and consume, to how we
entertain ourselves, to how we commit to work, to how we move or are physical, all things are
important. Some way of noticing how our body responds to our decisions and actions is very
important. There are many ways to check in with our body and to get our body's opinion if you
will. Ideally the individual will embrace their body as if their body is very valuable to them,
realistically our body is always our most valuable thing to have ownership over. Our body
responds to our attention our love and it is a good idea to give our body this type of attention on
a regular basis.

The value of partnerships to take individuals to new ideas and discoveries is like a dividend or
reward for integrity in relationship. Bigger opportunities than dreamed can be formulating as
they are direct extensions of a harmonious partnership in action. An ability for those mutually
involved in an inspired project to remain impeccable clear and realistic allows them now to
discover how they as individuals are also quite alike, alike in ways perhaps not expected. This
similarity of character and integrity opens a new and special opportunity to expand even further
their horizons as partners. Ideas considered perhaps pleasant or interesting may in the past been
considered not doable now look like they have a realistic potential. Individuals who are able to
sharpen and stretch their realism to light up new areas of their potential have likewise been able
to effectively dismiss delusions and thus make space for real and viable realities. Is is to note that
our world has not just changed, it is in a state of dynamic change, there is more to come. As this
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occurs it is only reasonable to consider things not formulated in the past can now be
substantiated and created, brought into being. The space made by dismissing and removing one's
attention and expectation from long notions of promise yet never able to deliver is a big part of
the current new discoveries partners as individuals can make. New career ideas for example may
be begun and the seeds planted, a new future is on the way.

The idea and feeling that we need to be respectful of the Earth is an important one. The idea that
we are employed by Spirit and that we are assigned to work with the Earth, to be steward for this
Earth can formulate for the individual a powerful stance. We can feel the comfort of being
grounded and the realism of her practicality which extends though us assisting and affecting our
routine choices. A huge benefit of respectfully considering the Earth on a daily regular basis is
the common awareness of sharing and being mutually supportive with all organic life. As we
consider our journey since the new Moon on January 27th we can feel the need to be friendly to
the organic truth of the Earth. Our value, perhaps via our profession or trade, brings us to this
feeling awareness, that we are creatures which survive because we share. Hording and greed are
busted when those who have been drawn into this distortion realize they are provided for by
forces and energies far more powerful that those who would incorrectly define our value or
control our wealth. There are huge changes occurring on the Earth and to human societies, all
organic societies really, and this will continue, its not over yet. As things change we may feel
greed is being busted and truth being revealed as the greedy are fleshed out of their hiding
places. One may feel the depth of their commitment whatever their interest and their intention
apply to. The matter in which the individual is consciously aware that their commitment is of
value to others and that their inspiration and commitment includes being respectful of the Earth
greatly increases their insight and intuition. As a basic platform or foundational grounding our
love and respect of the Earth will act as a central pillar from which our human happiness and
fulfillment can grow and expand. Our ability to feel this and to anchor our sensuality to Earth's
integrity may be increased as the Moon transits Scorpio and we choose to acknowledge her.

For those seeking financial security a need to be practical and realistically clear is called for.
There are so many ideas or beliefs about what is real or what is workable yet we are in the midst
of busting or least correcting ideas which are not practical in the sense of leading to security. A
need to be realistic about foundational security is important now because there is such a rich
degree of imagined truths currently occurring. These truths all have their value, there is no doubt,
yet it is unwise to confuse or over assume their value in terms of creating personal security. If an
individual has some inspired idea as to how to increase security this is good. Make sure it is
doable in terms of how it will socially integrate, consider the idea from several perspectives.
Partnership dynamics can heat up as well, this can lead to action and getting things going or it
could be overly aggressive as well leading to a less useful destructive event. There is an
opportunity to see how a partnership meant for public or business success is turning out. There
may be unexpected community or social events challenging the partnership. This can be like a
meeting of worlds where different beliefs must find harmony or they will collide in a way where
all could to some degree suffer unwanted outcomes. Something outside one's normal and regular
way of thinking can come along and so it is how this new thing is treated which will be the
determining factor. Many will be most concerned about their public image or reputation yet this

10 Thursday February 16th - Moon enters Scorpio 1:42 AM

11 Saturday February 18th - Moon enters Sagittarius 1:53 PM

Sun ingress Pisces Saturday February 18th 6:32 AM
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may not be their best approach. Perhaps the best approach would be to examine ones own beliefs
and seek and intend harmony if unexpected intentions from others come into play.

Some may have found in the last few days their brilliant ideas were replaced, or consumed, or
blocked, by the need for someone to be recognized. Or perhaps inspired ideas ran into
unexpected challenges that involved the need for another to be publicly or socially significant.
Public and social systems, the infrastructure of communities locally and globally, are changing
and so it can be expected to some extent that something previously in place is now not there or is
less functional. If certain individuals feel the quality of their public value changing they can
become concerned. It is all connected, changing systems are not only affecting the grandness of
some peoples reputation it is also affecting authority models. We can see this in business or in
government in social realms and in local communities. The leader who is attached to a past
functioning system, for example, may be less effective now. The natural progression of things
can not be stopped and this is ripping up some truths which some considered absolute. The idea
now as this change to our beliefs and our world continues is to not panic but to feel the need for
this change, to find perspectives which make sense of a changing world. Those who enjoy
discovery and change in a fearless way have something, perhaps it is a bigger picture which
includes current unpredictability and yet also includes a clean Earth and future calm. For now it
is wise to accept these unexpected changes and allow one's world to be progressed to a new
future by navigating changes with the inspiration of an explorer discovering a new world.

Since the new Moon on January 27th this Aquarius Moon cycle may be a rather unexpected or
strange experience. Unexpected in how the public is reacting to what they believe is occurring
and strange in that ideas and beliefs of others, perhaps one's own, seem really out there. The
Aquarius influence is to be accepting and thus open minded. Nothing is too far out, or is it? As
we move toward the Pisces Moon cycle, begins Sunday February 26th, it may feel like an ocean
trip complete with swimming around in a vast emotional world where ideas are known or
significant because of the way one feels about them. Ideas will turn to feelings, everything turns
into feelings. For now as we experience the last couple days of the Aquarius Moon cycle we may
want to seal the insights in some unforgettable place, things like witnessing how delusional
absolutes have been out played by the need to find personal foundation in some bigger picture of
reality. The idea of who we are, who you are, socially may have been played out in someway as
well. Also the need for reputation concerns to be the perspective for making decisions and
creating boundaries may have also been revealed. When the absolute type beliefs are shattered
the house of cards can be seen and the identities and their correlating reputations revealed as
fleeting. There is a bigger truth and as such a bigger you. Aquarius allows us as a humanity to see
beyond locally accepted paradigms and to glimpse toward these bigger knowing's and truth. As a
repeating note here, there is a potential for sudden aggressive acts by those who feel their social
situation warrants it, some newly found relationships may be in some sort of crack down mode.
As always intend safety and be self responsible for what one draws to ones self.

The impulsive quality of humans has been on the rise for several years now and here in this
coming Moon cycle we see this impulsive nature getting additional boost. Before taking brave
aggressive action make sure what you are justifying it on is well qualified. Such consideration

12 Tuesday February 21st - Moon enters Capricorn 2:09 AM

13 Thursday February 23rd - Moon enters Aquarius 12:18 PM

14 Saturday February 25th - Moon enters Pisces 7:25 PM

Mercury ingress Pisces Saturday February 25th 6:08 PM
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can be challenging as the feeling one needs to move on their wants and desires is quite
spontaneous and impulsive. The thing individual's have been in the habit of believing, their
typical and ongoing beliefs, will translate into their actions. If these beliefs are based on data that
lacks congruency the individual can very likely meet up with restrictions upon taking action.
Ideally the individual will have figured out, at some earlier point, their beliefs manifest around
them as experiences and that their actions will be in harmony. Different actions by the individual
will be in harmony with each other even if they are separate and different actions. If an
individual however has isolated beliefs which are not in harmony then the transpiring actions
will also be in discord. Evolving one's beliefs from a single foundational belief will orchestrate
their actions as if their seed belief is a hidden conductor. Ideally the individual will have a
healthy respect for what is realistically possible in terms of what they can physical do, or what
lies in the physical world where their actions will be greeted. That being said there is an urge to
have one's fantasies extended into the physical world through actions. The world is flexible and
thoughts create yet to participate in the world with the creative force of manifesting one's
passions and inspiration integrity and congruency must be established within the individual.

Next new Moon in Sunday February 26th 9:59 AM EST

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 I feel safe and secure in a dynamically changing world.

02 Because I am honest with myself I am able to see a bigger picture and thus avail myself to
more choices.

03 I am lucid while sleeping.

04 I understand the value of imagined reality and fantasy, and I am able to see the parallels
with practical living experiences.

05 Valuing family harmony leads to effective disciplined action where we all benefit.

06 My family appreciates the extra effort I make.

07 I am able to manage my work and professional duties and can still enjoy my hobbies.

08 Everybody in my family appreciates the boundaries we have mutually agreed upon.

09 Nothing is too outrageous to consider.

10 My plans and ideas are supported by the community who benefits from them.

11 I am optimistic about my newly formed relationships as I allow others to explore their
options.

12 Because I am clear about my job and what needs to be accomplished I am able to select
the right people to work with.

13 My family is safe and secure as we experience major changes in our community.

14 I have some inspiring ideas which I am able to look at with focused practical detail.

15 I feel the presence of a higher self which is rich in insight and deep in compassion.

16 I pay attention to my feelings allowing them to lead me to special truth about myself.

17 I am able to qualify my beliefs in terms of a how particular belief affects my health.

18 My social relationships work for me because I am able to focus on what we have in
common.

19 I can feel my body transform into increased vitality and health as I continue being
impeccable honest with myself.

20 I allow others the freedom to express their ideas even if they differ from my own.

21 I am a steward for the Earth.


